Stuart Hall Library, Iniva: current journal subscriptions.
Search the catalogue for the library’s extensive holdings of earlier subscriptions and ceased titles.

- Afterall
- Art Asia Pacific
- ArtForum
- Art India
- Art Monthly
- Art Review
- Art Review Asia
- Artlink
- Bomb
- Canadian Art
- Chimurenga Chronic
- Contemporary And (C&): platform for international art from African perspectives
- Frieze
- International Gallerie
- International Institute for Asian Studies Newsletter (IIAS)
- International Review of African American Art (IRAAAA)
- Kajet: a journal of Eastern European communities
- Meridians
- Mousse
- NKA: Journal of Contemporary African Art
- Photoworks
- Sight & Sound
- Skin Deep
- Small Axe
- Soundings
- Source
- Terremoto
- The Art Newspaper
- The Critical Fish
- Third Text
- Transition
- Visual Culture in Britain
- Yishu: journal of contemporary Chinese art